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ABSTRACT
Adaptive voltage scaling (AVS) is a promising approach to overcome
manufacturing variability, dynamic environmental fluctuation, and
aging. This paper focuses on timing sensors necessary for AVS
implementation and compares in-situ timing error predictive FF
(TEP-FF) and critical path replica in terms of how much voltage
margin can be reduced. For estimating the theoretical bound of
ideal AVS, this work proposes linear programming based minimum
supply voltage analysis and discusses the voltage adaptation perfor-
mance quantitatively by investigating the gap between the lower
bound and actual supply voltages. Experimental results show that
TEP-FF based AVS and replica based AVS achieve up to 13.3% and
8.9% supply voltage reduction, respectively while satisfying the
target MTTF. AVS with TEP-FF tracks the theoretical bound with
2.5 to 5.6 % voltage margin while AVS with replica needs 7.2 to 9.9
% margin.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Aggressive device miniaturization due to technology scaling has
been improving the average device performance. Circuits, on the
other hand, have become sensitive to static manufacturing variabil-
ity and dynamic environmental fluctuation. Moreover, device aging,
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Figure 1: Supply voltages of AVS and conventional WC de-
sign in device lifetime. Ideal AVS minimizes PVTA margin
of each chip.

which is another temporal variation and is represented by negative
bias temperature instability (NBTI) [1, 2], degrades performance
gradually in the field. These static and temporal variations directly
lead to circuit reliability degradation. For overcoming variabilities
mentioned above, a traditional worst-case (WC) design gives design
and operational margins in design time and in field, respectively,
for ensuring correct circuit operation. However, as the performance
variation becomes significant, such margins tend to be too painful
for designers. Therefore, the conventional WC design with guard-
banding is becoming less efficient, and an adaptive post-silicon
performance compensation is eagerly demanded as a promising
countermeasure.

The most effective tuning knob for post-silicon compensation
is supply voltage control, and adaptive voltage scaling (AVS) is
intensively studied [3–7]. AVS is expected to minimize process,
voltage, temperature, and aging (PVTA) margin of each chip and
allocate only a small margin taking into account the entire lifetime
as shown in Fig. 1. The conventional PVTA margins, which are
determined by the worst chip across all the variation sources, are
excessive in most of the chips, and they can be exploited as the
source of power reduction.

There are two AVS strategies in literatures; error detection and
recovery based control with, for example, Razor [3], and error
prediction and prevention based control with in-situ timing sensors
1 or critical path replica [4, 10, 11]. In both the strategies, sensors are
1There are several names for the same structure; canary FF [8], slack monitor [7] and
error predictive FF [9]



embedded to detect/predict timing errors, and the supply voltage
is controlled according to the sensor outputs. This paper, on the
other hand, focuses on the error prediction and prevention strategy
since any error recovery mechanisms are not necessary as long
as the prediction is appropriate, whereas the error detection and
recovery strategy requires a re-execution mechanism to correct
timing errors, which is difficult to implement in general sequential
circuits.

Once designers decide to introduce AVS for their design, they
need to choose a sensor type for AVS and determine where and
how many sensors are inserted. When sensors are poorly inserted,
the sensors fail to predict timing errors resulting in timing error
occurrence. Time to failure (TTF), which is the length of time until
a chip starts to cause timing errors, can be a metric to quantitatively
evaluate such a misprediction issue. In another case, inadequate
sensor insertion cannot reduce design and operation margins. To
avoid these unsuccessful AVS designs and eliminate unnecessary
margins, the sensor selection and insertion need to be validated in
terms of TTF and margin reduction.

This paper discusses the voltage margin reductions achieved
by AVS circuits with different sensors; in-situ sensors and replica.
We quantitatively evaluate the average supply voltage taking into
account manufacturing variability at time zero, subsequent voltage
elevation due to aging and dynamic supply noise. Depending on the
requirement of TTF, the achievable trade-off between clock period
and average supply voltage becomes different. In this work, we give
mean time to failure (MTTF) as a design constraint and compare
the trade-offs of AVS circuits with different sensors. For such MTTF
aware trade-off analysis, we utilize a stochastic framework pro-
posed by Iizuka et al. [9], which models AVS circuit behavior under
static and dynamic delay variations as a stochastic Markov process
and computes average supply voltage and MTTF. In addition, for
investigating the remaining margin even with AVS, we derive the
lower bound of the average supply voltage. We formulate a problem
to derive the lower bound as a linear programming (LP) problem.
By comparing the average supply voltages of AVS circuits with the
lower bound, we can reveal the remaining margins.

Contributions of this work can be summarized as follows.

• Quantitative comparison of MTTF-aware trade-off between
clock period and average supply voltage between AVS cir-
cuits with TEP-FF and replica taking into account static and
various dynamic delay variations.

• LP based estimation of the lower bound supply voltage,
which unveils the remaining margin originating from AVS
implementation, to the best of our knowledge, for the first
time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
a strategy for comparing the performance of AVS circuits with TEP-
FF and replica. The strategy in Section 2 first explains points for
discussion and then defines design optimization for AVS circuits
with each sensor. Section 3 proposes an LP based analysis method
for estimating lower bound of average supply voltage with AVS
under MTTF constraint. Section 4 demonstrates supply voltage re-
ductions of AVS circuits with TEP-FF and replica. Lastly, concluding
remarks are given in Section 5.
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Figure 2: Expected voltage reduction thanks to the AVS with
in-situ TEP-FF or replica under MTTF constraint.

2 STRATEGY FOR COMPARING IN-SITU
SENSORS AND REPLICA

This section shows a strategy for comparing in-situ sensors and
replica. First, Section 2.1 discusses the expected reduction of volt-
age margin thanks to AVS with in-situ TEP-FF and replica and
highlights the points for discussion in this paper. Next, Section 2.2
explains the assumed TEP-FF based AVS and defines its design
optimization. Also, Section 2.3 presents the assumed replica based
AVS and its optimization problem.

2.1 Points for discussion
Fig. 2 exemplifies the expected Vdd reduction effects obtained by
TEP-FF based AVS and replica based AVS under MTTF constraint.
The top black curve represents the conventional WC design that
accumulates timing margins assuming the worst PVTA condition.
The second blue curve shows the trade-off curve of replica based
AVS, and the elimination of timing margins for global variation is
expected to reduce supply voltage. The third red curve corresponds
to AVS with TEP-FF, and this AVS is supposed to lower supply
voltage further by exploiting design margins for intra-die random
variation. The bottom green curve means a lower bound of the
trade-off, i.e. an ideal performance of AVS. Compared with the
green curve and blue/red one, we can know how much voltage
margin remains in the AVS circuit implemented with replica/TEP-
FF.

Based on the above expectation, this work addresses the follow-
ing questions; (1) how much voltage reduction can be achieved by
TEP-FF based AVS and replica based AVS from conventional WC
design under static and dynamic variations and MTTF constraint,
and (2) how much voltage margin each AVS should remain under
static and dynamic variations and MTTF constraint. For answer-
ing the first question, this paper utilizes a stochastic error rate
estimation method [9] and evaluates MTTF and average supply
voltage taking into account static manufacturing variability and



dynamic variations such as supply noise and aging. For answering
the second question, this work proposes to derive the lower bound
of average supply voltage using an LP formulation and evaluates
the gap between the lower bound and actual supply voltages. The
detail of lower bound derivation will be explained in Section 3. The
Vdd reduction achieved by each AVS and the gap from the lower
bound will be experimentally demonstrated for an industrial design,
a cipher circuit, and an embedded processor in Section 4.

Let us highlight two important points for discussion in this paper.
A crucially important issue in investigating Fig. 2 is that the trade-
off analysis must be conducted under the same MTTF constraint. If
we accept shorter MTTF, we can aggressively reduce supply volt-
age and consequently the trade-off curve shifts. References [12, 13]
compare critical path replica and in-situ slack monitor and exper-
imentally show that replica fails to capture within-die variations
such as randommanufacturing variations. For example, [13] reports
that in-situ slack monitor needs only 0.9% timing margins whereas
replica requires 4.2% margins for ensuring correct operation at
nominal PVTA condition. However, conventional works[12, 13]
do not explicitly take into account the MTTF constraint and the
impact of dynamic delay variations such as supply noise and aging.
As mentioned earlier, the margin reduction performance of the AVS
circuits having different MTTFs cannot be directly compared. In
addition, appropriate margining for dynamic variations are indis-
pensable in actual designs. To derive reliable implications from the
comparison, we need to prepare a setup that can fairly compare the
performance in practical situations. From this standpoint of view,
it is necessary for designers to take into account not only static
variation but the MTTF constraint and dynamic variations.

The second notable discussion is the comparison of the lower
bound of the average supply voltage. This lower bound, which
is plotted as the green curve in Fig. 2, represents the ideal trade-
off between the supply voltage and cycle time under the given
MTTF constraint. The difference between the AVS trade-off and
the lower bound lets designers know how much voltage margins
remain in field operation, and such margin information is helpful
to examine design quality and provide feedback to design. For this
purpose, Chen et al. proposed a method in [14] that determines
how long AVS should stay at each supply voltage for satisfying
a given bound of timing failure probability and discusses how to
control a circuit being at each supply voltage for the determined
duration. This method provides an exact answer in consideration of
process and static temperature variations, but temporal variations,
such as supply noise and aging, are not considered. For AVS circuit
design aiming at the noise and aging compensation, we need to
explicitly consider temporal variation in MTTT aware lower bound
estimation of the average supply voltage, which will be discussed
in Section 3.

Here, to achieve reliable discussion, we need to design both TEP-
FF based AVS and replica based AVS reasonably well. For a fair
comparison, we formulate their design problems as similar design
optimization problems and compare the solutions. More precisely,
we define the same objective function and similar design constraints
using identical metrics. Section 2.2 and 2.3 describe TEP-FF based
AVS design and replica based AVS design, respectively.

2.2 Designing TEP-FF based AVS
Fig. 3 shows the AVS circuit which is composed of a voltage scaled
circuit, voltage control logic, and TEP-FF. TEP-FF consists of a
normal flip-flop, delay buffers and a comparator, e.g. XOR gate.
When the timing margin is gradually decreasing, a timing error
occurs at TEP-FF before the main FF captures a wrong value due to
delay buffers, which enables us to know that the timing margin of
the main FF is not large enough. A warning signal is generated to
predict the timing errors. Note that TEP-FF is expected to convert
timing margins for intra-die random variations to Vdd reduction
since it shares main logic and its variation.

We define the design optimization problem for TEP-FF based
AVS as follows.

• Objective
– Minimize : Vdd

• Variables
– BT EPi (1 ≤ i ≤ NF F )

• Constraints
– MTTF ≥ MTTFconst
– NT EP (=

∑NF F
i=1 BT EPi ) ≤ Nmax

T EP
The objective of this problem is to minimizeVdd aiming at power

minimization. The variable for optimization is BT EPi . BT EPi is a
binary variable, and it becomes 1 when i-th FF is replaced to TEP-FF.
The primary constraint is MTTF, and the lower bound of MTTF
(MTTFconst ) is given as a constraint. The second constraint gives
the upper bound of the number of TEP-FF (Nmax

T EP ), and this limits
the area increase due to TEP-FF insertion. To make AVS work well,
TEP-FF should monitor timing margins of paths that have a higher
probability of timing error occurrence and output warning signals
to prevent the error occurrence. For this purpose, [15] proposed
a timing failure probability aware sensor insertion method. This
method inserts TEP-FFs to voltage-scaled circuits using the timing
failure probability, which is a joint probability of timing violation
probability and activation probability, as a metric. In other words,
the inserted sensors check timing margins of critical paths more
frequently, and thus it enables temporally fine voltage control and
helps to avoid timing error occurrence. Therefore, this paper focuses
on timing failure probability and inserts TEP-FF referring to [15].

2.3 Designing replica based AVS
Fig. 4 shows the AVS circuit which is composed of voltage scaled
circuit, voltage control logic, and critical path replica. Critical path
replica includes replicated logic, delay buffers, and an edge detector.
The edge detector checks the edge timing for every clock cycle and
generates a warning signal when the edge is too late. Therefore, the
timing margin can be measured much more frequently compared
with TEP-FF.

For attaining the same sensitivity of the replica to variations
with that of the voltage scaled circuit, the replica should include
many paths in the voltage scaled circuit. However, it requires a
large area cost, and hence Kim et al. designed a compact replica
with comprehensive sensitivity analysis in design time[16]. In this
paper, for pursuing a discussion that is independent of replica im-
plementation methods, we assume that the inserted replica can
perfectly reproduce the delay characteristics of the paths that are
selected for monitoring. With this setup, the accuracy of critical
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path delay measurement degrades only due to within-die variation,
which is considered in our analysis.

On the other hand, Tschanz et al. proposed to integrate a tunable
replica and tune it after fabrication[17]. Similarly, TEP-FF can be
tuned if it is designed with tunable buffer. However, post-fabrication
tuning during chip test is expensive for most of the products, and
hence it is not considered in this study.

Similarly to Section 2.2, we formulate the design optimization of
AVS with replica as follows.

• Objective
– Minimize : Vdd

• Variables
– Br eplicaj (1 ≤ j ≤ Npath )

• Constraints
– MTTF ≥ MTTFconst

– Nr eplica (=
∑Npath
j=1 Br eplicaj ) ≤ Nmax

r eplica

The objective of this problem is identical with that of Section 2.2.
The variable for optimization is Br eplicaj . Br eplicaj is a binary
variable, and it becomes 1 when the j-th path is replicated. As the
primary constraint, the lower bound ofMTTF (MTTFconst ) is given,
which is the same as the first constraint in Section 2.2. The second
gives the upper bound of the number of replicated paths (Nmax

r eplica ),
and this limits the area increase due to replica implementation. Note
that the constraint of area overhead by AVS with TEP-FF and AVS
with replica will be set identically for keeping fairness. Similarly to

Section 2.2, we focus on timing failure probability and insert replica
for sensing paths whose timing failure probabilities are high.

3 LOWER BOUND VDD ESTIMATION
This section proposes a lower bound estimation method of the
average supply voltage that satisfiesMTTFconst . Remind that this
lower bound of the average supply voltage is referred as an ideal
average supply voltage that exploits all the design margins to Vdd
reduction. The proposed method derives the lower bound via an LP
based optimization problem. Section 3.1 formulates the optimization
problem and Section 3.2 shows a simple example to help intuitive
understanding.

3.1 LP-based estimation
First, let us define parameters. The number of available supply
voltages is Nv , and Vi (1≤ i ≤ Nv ) denotes the i-th supply volt-
age. The aging process is a continuous process, but for the sake
of computation compatibility with [9], the aging states are dis-
cretized, and the number of aging states is Naдe . For each pair of
supply voltage and aging state, we can define the duration ti , j in
which the circuit operates at Vi in the j-th aging state. With these
notations, the total duration in which the circuit operates at Vi
is expressed as

∑Naдe
j=1 ti , j . Therefore, the average supply voltage

becomes
∑Nv
i=1 Vi×(

∑Naдe
j=1 ti , j )∑Nv

i=1
∑Naдe
j=1 ti , j

. We want to minimize this average

supply voltage under the constraint ofMTTFconst , and we formu-
late this problem as an LP problem as follows.

• Objective
– Minimize :

∑Nv
i=1Vi × (

∑Naдe
j=1 ti , j )

• Variables
– ti , j

• Constraints
–
∑Nv
i=1

∑Naдe
j=1 (Fi , j × ti , j ) ≤ 0.5

–
∑Nv
i=1

∑Naдe
j=1 ti , j = MTTFconst

– for each j :
∑Nv
i=1(ti , j × ai , j ) ≤ 1

Next, the constraints are explained. The first constraint is given
to satisfy MTTFconst , where Fi , j is the timing failure probability
at the i-th supply voltage in the j-th aging state. This constraint
expression is derived with Maclaurin expansion from the following
equation.

Nv∏
i=1

Naдe∏
j=1

(1 − Fi , j )
ti , j ≧ 0.5. (1)

(1 − Fi , j ) represents the probability that no errors occur during a
unit time, where the unit time is defined as a clock period in this
paper. Note that this probability computation takes into account
manufacturing variability. Therefore, (1− Fi , j )

ti , j is the probability
that no errors occur during time ti , j . By multiplying this probability
for all the combinations of supply voltages and aging states, we
can calculate the overall probability that no errors occur as the
left-hand side of Eq. (1). On the other hand, supposing a time-
invariant timing failure probability per a unit time, it should be
smaller than 0.5/MTTFconst . When the left-hand side of Eq. (1) is



larger than the 0.5, the circuit achieves the MTTF equal to or longer
than MTTFconst . The second constraint is given to set the total
operating time of AVS toMTTFconst .

The third constraint is given to control the transition speed
between aging states.ai , j represents thewithin-state aging progress
per a unit time in j-th aging state. The product term ti , j × ai , j
expresses the accumulated aging progress within j-th aging state at
i-th voltage in time ti , j .

∑Nv
i=1(ti , j × ai , j ) means the overall aging

progress within j-th aging state. If this
∑Nv
i=1(ti , j × ai , j ) is equal to

1, the aging proceeds from j-th state to (j + 1)-th state. We note
that Fi , j and ai , j can be obtained from [9], and hence the variable
is only ti , j in the above LP problem.

3.2 Example
Let us exemplify the lower bound estimation of the average supply
voltage. The example in Fig. 5 supposes AVS with four discrete
states, which are composed of combinations of two Vdd levels of
1.2 V and 1.0 V, and two ∆Vthp aging levels of 0 mV and 5 mV
and one state for representing the circuit operation fails. In this
example, there are six parameters under consideration;MTTFconst ,
t1.2V ,0mV , t1.0V ,0mV , t1.2V ,5mV , t1.2V ,5mV , and Vave , where the
first parameter is the target MTTF and set to 3.0 × 1015 cycles, the
second to fifth parameters are elapsed times in which AVS operates
in the corresponding combination of Vdd and ∆Vthp , and the last
parameter is the average supply voltage until the operating time
reachesMTTFconst . Here, we want to minimize the average sup-
ply voltage, and hence we need to maximize the sum of t1.0V ,0mV
and t1.0V ,5mV while satisfying the target MTTF. Here, MTTF is
defined as the total operation time such that the accumulated failure
probability reaches 0.5, and thus we discussMTTF by examining
the accumulated failure probability. Firstly, we utilize stochastic
error estimation method[9] and represent the circuit behavior as
the Markov model as shown in Fig. 5(a). This process gives us
the aging speed, i.e. green arrows, and failure probability, i.e. red
arrows, for each pair of supply voltage and aging states. Then,
we extract ai , j and Fi , j from the constructed Markov model as
shown in Fig. 5(b). We can obtain the parameters ai , j and Fi , j as
follows; a1.0V ,0mV = 1.0 × 10−15 [times/clock cycle], a1.0V ,5mV =
0 [times/clock cycle], a1.2V ,0mV = 1.0 × 10−14 [times/clock cycle],
a1.2V ,5mV = 0 [times/clock cycle], F1.0V ,0mV = 0 [1/clock cycle],
F1.0V ,5mV = 0.5 × 10−15 [1/clock cycle], F1.2V ,0mV = 0 [1/clock
cycle], F1.2V ,5mV = 0.5× 10−16 [1/clock cycle]. Note that when the
failure probability is time-invariant in the same state, the accumu-
lated failure probability increases linearly in time. Therefore, we
assume the accumulated failure probability and threshold voltage
degradation increase linearly in time. Note that the linearity as-
sumption in aging degradation may have a computational error, but
we can control the accuracy similarly with Markov model in [9].
For example, if the Markov model prepares the larger number of
discrete aging states, our model can increase the number of discrete
states and thus can improve the accuracy. When ∆Vthp is less than
5 mV, the accumulated failure probability does not increase and
hence, AVS can stay at 1.0 V as long as ∆Vthp is less than 5 mV,
then t1.2V ,0mV = 0 and t1.0V ,0mV = 1015. If the supply voltage is
fixed to 1.0V, the accumulated failure probability becomes 0.5 when
2.0 × 1015 cycles elapses. Therefore, after ∆Vthp reaches at 5 mV,
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we need to change Vdd to satisfy targetMTTFconst so that the ac-
cumulated failure probability is lower than 0.5 when the operating
time is equal toMTTFconst . From the above, we can construct the
following simultaneous equations.



t1.0V ,5mV × F1.0V ,5mV + t1.2V ,5mV × F1.2V ,5mV ≤ 0.5. (2)
t1.0V ,0mV + t1.0V ,5mV + t1.2V ,0mV + t1.2V ,5mV = MTTFconst .

(3)
t1.0V ,0mV × a1.0V ,0mV + t1.2V ,0mV × a1.2V ,0mV ≤ 1. (4)
a1.0V ,0mV = 1.0 × 10−15,a1.0V ,5mV = 0,
a1.2V ,0mV = 1.0 × 10−14,a1.2V ,5mV = 0. (5)
F1.0V ,0mV = 0, F1.0V ,5mV = 0.5 × 10−15,
F1.2V ,0mV = 0, F1.2V ,5mV = 0.5 × 10−16. (6)

Vave =
(t1.0V ,0mV + t1.0V ,5mV ) × 1.0

MTTFconst
+

(t1.2V ,0mV + t1.2V ,5mV ) × 1.2
MTTFconst

.

(7)

Eq. (2) constrains the accumulated failure probability to satisfy
MTTFconst and corresponds to the first constraint in Section 3.1.
Eq. (3) represents that the sumof operation time is equals toMTTFconst ,
i.e. 3.0 × 1015 cycles, and corresponds to the second constraint in
Section 3.1. Eq. (4) controls aging progress and corresponds to the
third constraint in Section 3.1. Eqs. (5) and (6) can be constructed by



Fig. 5(a) and (b), and Eq. (7) calculates the average supply voltage
and corresponds to the objective function in Section 3.1.

By minimizing Vave with Eqs. (2) to (6), t1.2V ,0mV = 0 cycles,
t1.0V ,0mV = 1.0 × 1015 cycles, t1.2V ,5mV = 1.12 × 1015 cycles,
t1.0V ,5mV = 0.88 × 1015 cycles and Vave = 1.07 V are obtained.

4 EVALUATION
This section experimentally evaluates supply voltage reduction of
AVS with in-situ TEP-FF and replica from conventional WC design.
First, Section 4.1 explains the evaluation setup, and Section 4.2
demonstrates the average supply voltage of each AVS and lower
bound. Then, Section 4.3 discusses the performance difference be-
tween AVS circuits with TEP-FF and replica.

4.1 Evaluation setup
In this work, we used an industrial image signal processor (ISP), an
advanced encryption standard (AES) circuit and an OR1200 Open-
RISC processor, which is a 32-bit RISC microprocessor with five
pipeline stages, as target circuits. ISP was designed by a commercial
place and route tool with a 28 nm Socionext standard cell library
and AES and OpenRISC were laid out with a 45 nm Nangate stan-
dard cell library. Also, standard cell memories[18, 19] were used as
SRAMs in OpenRISC processor. The post-layout circuits include
3,133,640 combinational logic cells, 16,870 latches, and 374,880 FFs
in ISP, 1,276,989 combinational logic cells, 589,890 latches, and 2,504
FFs in OpenRISC, and 17,948 combinational logic cells and 530 FFs
in AES, respectively.

For calculating meaningful MTTF, practical delay variations
should be considered. Our evaluation took into account the follow-
ing variations.

• Dynamic supply noise, which is assumed to temporally fluc-
tuate between -90 mV and 70 mV in ISP and between -50
mV and 50 mV in AES and OpenRISC.

• Manufacturing variability, which is assumed to consist of
intra-die random variation and inter-die variation. In ISP, the
inter-die variation is extracted from the difference of delay
characteristics between TT, i.e. typical-typical, library and
SS, i.e. slow-slow, global library and the intra-die variation is
calculated with on-chip variation coefficient defined in the
28 nm standard cell library. In AES and OpenRISC, both the
intra-die random variation and inter-die variation include
NMOS and PMOS threshold voltage variation of σ = 30 mV
and gate length variation of σ = 1 nm, respectively.

• NBTI aging, whosemodel was obtained by fitting a trapping/de-
trapping model [20] to the measured data in [21]. Note that,
in ISP, this NBTI model is not used since the on-chip vari-
ation coefficient in the 28 nm standard cell library already
includes aging-induced delay variation. In AES and Open-
RISC, six degradation states of 0 mV, 0.5 mV, 1 mV, 5 mV, 10
mV and 15 mV are prepared. Note that [21] measures the
NBTI degradation with stress probability of 100%, and thus
the NBTI model used in our experiment does not consider
recovery situation. Our future work includes to investigate
the adequacy of the degradation status assignment and con-
sider the relationship between degradation and activation
probability.

• Temperature gradation, which is assumed to temporally fluc-
tuate between −10◦C and 110◦C in ISP. Note that this tem-
perature gradation is not taken into account in AES and
OpenRISC.

For performing SSTA, we generate probability density func-
tions of gate delay variability according to the assumed variations,
execute sensitivity-based SSTA (such as [22] and [23]) to obtain
the canonical-form expression of the timing violation probability,
and calculate the timing violation probability by integrating the
canonical-form expression with MATLAB 2016b.

As for workload, we selected one for ISP aiming to maximize
power consumption. In OpenRISC, we chose three benchmark pro-
grams (CRC32, SHA1, and Dijkstra) from MIBenchmark [24]. For
each program, 30 sets of input data were prepared for MTTF es-
timation. Totally, we used 90 (= 3 × 30) workloads. In AES, 1,000
random test patterns were used.

We prepared eight supply voltages from 0.90 V to 0.76 Vwith a 20
mV interval in ISP and six supply voltages from 1.20 V to 0.95 Vwith
a 50 mV interval in AES and OpenRISC. We set MTTF of 1.00×1017
cycles, i.e. 10.5 years in ISP, 1.6 years in AES, and 13.7 years in
OpenRISC, asMTTFconst . Note that the aboveMTTFconst is just
an example, and we can cope with other constraints ofMTTFconst
similarly. With this setup, we inserted several TEP-FF or replica cir-
cuits to the voltage-scaled circuits. The constraints of area overhead
by TEP-FF or replica circuits are set to 0.1% for ISP and OpenRISC
and 1.0% for AES, respectively. In other words, the upper bound of
the number of TEP-FF and replica paths, i.e. Nmax

T EP and Nmax
r eplica are

483 and 69 in ISP, 30 and 9 in AES, 50 and 11 in OpenRISC, respec-
tively. In this work, we inserted the delay buffers whose delay were
comparable to the delay variation caused by 20 mV supply noise in
ISP and 50 mV one in AES and OpenRISC, where these numbers of
20 mV and 50 mV correspond to one level decrement of the supply
voltage. We note that, in our evaluation, TEP-FF and replica circuits
are virtually inserted to voltage-scaled circuits for simplicity. In
other words, we calculated the MTTF from delay characteristics of
laid out voltage scaled circuits and the nominal delay and variation
of logic cells in TEP-FF and replica. Therefore, the area overhead
by replica is denoted as the sum of the cell area of the target mon-
itoring data path and delay buffers. Similarly, the area overhead
by TEP-FF is denoted as the sum of the cell area of duplicated FF,
comparator, and delay buffers. One of our future works includes to
take into account the control circuit and its wirings to TEP-FF and
replica.

MTTF and average supply voltage under PVTA variation are
evaluated by a stochastic MTTF estimation framework proposed in
[9]. In MTTF evaluation, we swept the clock period from 2,500 ps to
3,300 ps in ISP, 450 ps to 550 ps in AES, and from 4,000 ps to 5,500
ps in OpenRISC. For each clock period, AVS dynamically adjusts
the supply voltage. In our experiment, the monitor period for AVS
is varied from 106 cycles to 1015 cycles. Here, the monitor period
of 106 cycles means, if no error prediction signals are outputted for
106 cycles, the supply voltage is decreased. The minimum monitor
period, i.e. 106 cycles, is about 3.3 ms in ISP, 0.5 ms in AES, and 4.3
ms in OpenRISC, respectively, and it is longer than the response
time of the fast transient voltage regulator, e.g. 1.6 µs in [25].
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Figure 6: Trade-off comparison between conventionalWC design, AVS with TEP-FF, AVS with replica, and lower bound. (a)ISP,
(b)AES, (c)OpenRISC.

We used Gurobi Optimizer 7.0 to solve the LP problem defined
in Section 3.1. The solver was executed on a 2.4 GHz Xeon CPU
machine under the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 operating system
with 1 TBmemory. The required CPU times for solving the proposed
ILP problem with Gurobi optimizer were at most 0.01 seconds in
all AES, OpenRISC, and ISP. Remind that, in ISP, on-chip variation
coefficient in 28 nm standard cell library already includes the delay
variation by aging. In ISP, we derived aging-aware timing failure
probability, which is the average of timing failure probability in
consideration of aging, for each supply voltage, set the total number
of aging states to 1, and solved the formulated LP.

4.2 Vdd reduction by TEP-FF and replica
Fig. 6 shows the trade-off curves between the minimum average
supply voltage and the clock period under the MTTF constraint
of 1017 cycles, where (a) in ISP, (b) in AES, and (c) in OpenRISC,
respectively. The black cross plots represent the conventional WC
design with guard-banding for PVTA variation. The blue circular
plots and red square plots correspond to AVS circuits with replica
and with TEP-FF, respectively. The green triangular plots are the
lower bound under the given MTTF constraint.

In this section, we examine our evaluation results from the fol-
lowing two aspects; (1) Vdd reduction effect thanks to AVS with
TEP-FF and replica, and (2) performance difference between AVS
with TEP-FF, AVS with replica, and the lower bound.

First, we compare the black and blue/red plots for clarifying
the performance improvement thanks to AVS with replica/TEP-
FF. Fig. 6 shows that both replica based AVS and TEP-FF based
AVS reduce average supply voltage from conventional WC design
while keeping the target MTTF. For example, in Fig. 6(a), at a clock
period of 3,300 ps, AVS with replica achieved the target MTTF at
an average supply voltage of 0.82 V, whereas the conventional WC
design required 0.90 V operation. In other words, replica based AVS
achieved 9.0% Vdd reduction from 0.90 V to 0.82 V. Similarly, in
Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c), AVS with replica achieved 8.3%Vdd reduction
from 1.20 V to 1.10 V at clock period of 480 ps and 7.5%Vdd reduction
from 1.20 V to 1.11 V at clock period of 4,300 ps, respectively. As
for AVS with TEP-FF, it achieved 13.3% Vdd reduction from 0.90 V
to 0.78 V in ISP (Fig. 6(a)), 10.9% Vdd reduction from 1.20 V to 1.08

V in AES (Fig. 6(b)), and 12.5% Vdd reduction from 1.20 V to 1.05 V
in OpenRISC (Fig. 6(c)), respectively. We experimentally confirmed
that AVS with replica and TEP-FF made the significant voltage
margin reduction both in ISP, AES, and OpenRISC at the cost of
0.1% area increase in ISP and OpenRISC and 1.0% in AES.

Next, we compare AVS with replica, AVS with TEP-FF, and the
lower bound. Fig. 6 shows that AVS with TEP-FF further voltage
reduction from AVS with replica. For example, AVS with TEP-FF
achieved 4.8% Vdd reduction from 0.82 V to 0.78 V at the clock
period of 3,300 ps in ISP, 2.0% Vdd reduction from 1.10 V to 1.08 V
at 480 ps in AES, and 5.4% Vdd reduction from 1.11 V to 1.05 V at
4,300 ps in OpenRISC. This voltage reduction reveals that TEP-FF
helps to exploit more timing margin than replica. TEP-FF converts
the timing margin of intra-die random variation to Vdd reduction
whereas replica needs to keep this margin, which will be discussed
in Section 4.3. As for the comparison between AVS with TEP-FF
and the lower bound, there is 2.5% difference between 0.78 V and
0.76 V in ISA, 5.6% difference between 1.08 V and 1.02 V in AES,
and 4.8% difference between 1.05 V and 1.0 V in OpenRISC. These
differences are well matched with the buffer delay in TEP-FF, e.g. it
is comparable to the delay variation caused by 20 mV supply noise
in ISP. From the above, we experimentally confirmed that TEP-FF
kept the minimum timing margin in field operation and satisfied
the MTTF constraint.

4.3 Discussion
This section discusses the difference between AVS with replica
and AVS with TEP-FF investigating the impact of intra-die random
variation on MTTF. We evaluate MTTF in a case that an identical
set of paths are monitored by TEP-FF and replica. The difference of
MTTF in this experiment is supposed to originate from how much
the intra-die random variation can be considered by each sensor. As
mentioned earlier, TEP-FF shares the intra-die variation with the
main logic and hence it exploits the timing margin for the intra-die
variation.

Fig. 7 shows the MTTF comparison between TEP-FF based AVS
and replica based AVS in ISP. Note that in the MTTF calculation,
we met cases where no timing errors occurred, i.e. MTTF is∞. In
the figure, we plotted the infinity MTTF as 1020 cycles to include it
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in the figure. The number of inserted TEP-FFs is set to 483, and the
inserted TEP-FFs sense 15,285 activated paths. Hence, the number of
replicated paths is set to 15,285. Fig. 7 shows that the MTTF of TEP-
FF based AVS is longer than that of replica based AVS even though
the identical set of paths are monitored. Thus, we experimentally
confirmed that TEP-FF more exploited the timing margin for the
intra-die random variation to MTTF extension resulting in larger
voltage reduction observed in the previous subsection.

5 CONCLUSION
This paper focused on timing sensors necessary for AVS implemen-
tation and compared in-situ timing error predictive FF (TEP-FF) and
critical path replica in terms of achievable voltage margin reduc-
tion. For estimating the theoretical bound of ideal AVS, this work
proposed linear programming based minimum voltage estimation
and discussed the voltage adaptation performance quantitatively
by evaluating the gap between the lower bound and actual average
supply voltages. Experimental results showed that TEP-FF based
AVS and replica based AVS achieved up to 13.3% and 8.9% supply
voltage reduction, respectively, while satisfying target MTTF. Also,
we experimentally confirmed that AVS with TEP-FF tracked the
theoretical bound with 2.5 to 5.6 % voltage margin while AVS with
replica needed 7.2 to 9.9 % margin.
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